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ABSTRACT 
Though the real symmetric positive semidefinite (PSD) matrices and the Eu- 
clidean distance matrices are closely related, exact relationships between the corre- 
sponding completion problems are not apparent. We establish strong partial relation- 
ships of two types. This permits the transfer of some insights from one problem to the 
other and allows computational tools for the PSD problem to be used for the distance 
problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The n-by-n symmetric nonnegative matrix D = (dij) is called a (squared 
Euclidean) distance matrix if there exists points Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pn ~ R~ such 
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that dij = (Pi - Pj)T(Pi -- Pj), i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus, d,  = O, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
If D is a distance matrix, the minimum possible value of k (always ~< n - 1) 
is called the embedding dimension of the distances dij. Much is known about 
distance matrices [1, 7, 8, 11, 17], the relevant portions of which we 
summarize and expand upon in Section 2. 
An n-by-n array A = (aij) is called a partial symmetric matrix if some of 
its entries are specified real numbers, while the remaining entries are free to 
be chosen from among the real numbers, and aij is specified if and only if aji 
(= ai,) is. Here, we always assume that all . . . . .  a , ,  are all specified. A 
completion of a partial symmetric matrix is a particular choice of values for 
the unspecified entries, resulting in a conventional, symmetric matrix. 
The distance matrix completion problem (DP) asks whether a given 
partial symmetric matrix has a completion that is a distance matrix. Of course, 
distance matrices have the following inheritance property: a principal subma- 
trix of a distance matrix is again a distance matrix. Thus, an obvious necessary 
condition for a partial symmetric matrix A to have a distance matrix comple- 
tion is that it is a partial distance matrix, i.e. that A has 0 diagonal and that 
every principal submatrix of A consisting entirely of specified entries is a 
distance matrix. This necessary condition is not generally sufficient, but it is 
sufficient in the event that the undirected graph of the specified entries is 
chordal [2]. Interest in distance matrices and the distance matrix completion 
problem stems from many sources, including multidimensional scaling in 
statistics [6] and the so-called molecular conformation problem from chem- 
istry [11]. 
The more familiar (real) positive semidefinite (PSD) completion problem 
asks whether a given partial symmetric matrix has a completion that is 
positive semidefinite. Again, as the property of positive semidefiniteness is 
inherited by principal submatrices, there is an obvious necessary condition for 
a partial symmetric matrix A to have a positive semidefinite completion: it 
must be partial positive semidefinite (all fully specified principal submatrices 
are positive semidefinite). Again, this necessary condition is not sufficient 
unless the graph of the specified entries is chordal [9]. Other formal similari- 
ties between the two problems beyond the chordal case can be seen in recent 
work [4, 3, 15]. 
Our interest here is in connections between the positive semidefinite and 
distance matrix completion problems. Both are of interest in their own right, 
but insight may be gained into each from the other. Understanding of the 
PSD completion problem is much better developed, and numerical algo- 
rithms are available in the general case [10]. (We do not have definitive 
general algorithms in the case of DP and would like to have them.) On the 
other hand, the case of a single full cycle of specified entries is much more 
transparent in the case of the DP. If a12, a23 . . . .  , an -  1, n ,  an1 > O, then it is 
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has a distance matrix completion if and only if the polygonal inequality 
2 max{a12 . . . . .  a J  ~< (a12 + ... +anl) is satisfied. The single-full-cycle case 
in the PSD problem is much more subtle [4]. 
There are natural reasons to suspect important connections between the 
two problems. They share an inheritance property, both have a chordal 
theorem as mentioned above, and there are remarkable known connections 
between the cone of distance matrices and the cone of positive semidefinite 
matrices, some of which we outline in the next section. Unfortunately, 
however, the connections between the two problems seem to be not as 
simple as the connections between the two cones. The difficulty is that when 
one problem has solutions, it typically has many solutions, and it is not clear 
how different solutions tand with respect to naturally related problems of the 
other type. Also, transformations between the two problems may mix unspeci- 
fied entries among themselves and with specified entries. Nonetheless, there 
are strong relations between the two problems, once they are broken down in 
a way that recognizes these difficulties. For this reason, we partition our two 
problems into special versions in the following way. Let G be an undirected 
graph on n vertices. We may then denote the class of all positive semidefinite 
completion problems in which the graph of the specified entries is G as 
PSD(G). 
To "solve" PSD(G) means to find a decision rule that, for every partial 
symmetric matrix with graph G, correctly answers "yes" or "no" to whether 
there is a positive semidefinite completion. Similarly, we denote the class of 
all distance matrix completion problems associated with G as 
DP(G).  
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For nonzero vectors x, y, z ~ R n, the "special" versions of these problems 
that we shall consider are 
SDP ,y(C), 
in which we ask for a given problem A in DP(G) that (in addition) A have a 
distance matrix completion D for which Dx = y, and 
SPSDx, z (G) ,  
in which we consider only problems A in PSD(G) for which diag(A) = z 
and ask, in addition to B being a positive semidefinite completion of A, that 
Bx = 0. Again, to "'solve" such a problem means to find a decision rule that 
correctly answers, for each problem in the class, whether there is a solution. 
Note that if A has positive semidefinite completions at all, it will have some 
that are singular (assuming there actually are unspecified entries). Thus, the 
ability to solve all problems SPSD~, z(G) implies the ability to solve PSD(G). 
(We ignore issues of complexity here.) Similarly, the ability to solve all 
SDP~, y(G) is the ability to solve DP(G). 
2. BACKGROUND ON DISTANCE MATRICES 
In this section, we will review some basic results about distance matrices. 
Moreover, we will rewrite and generalize some of these results to express the 
relation between distance matrices and positive semidefinite matrices in a 
clearer manner. 
We will denote by S, the subspace of symmetric matrices of order n, and 
by 1~ n the cone of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. We use A n for 
the cone of distance matrices. 
Given n points Pl . . . . .  p, in R k, we will denote by C ~ R n×k the 
coordinate matrix, in which the rows of C are Pi', i = 1 . . . . .  n. Then the 
matrix CC t ~ ~'~n ~ Sn" 
We can define the following function K on Sn: 
K(  A)  = ( A * I )ee  t + eet( A * I )  - 2A ,  
in which * stands for the Hadamard product, and e is the vector of all ones. 
Since (A* I )e  is the diagonal of the matrix A, we simplify the above 
expression by denoting this vector as a. Then 
K(  A)  = aet + ea t - 2A .  (1) 
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The expression for K is basically the cosine law [5]. It is well known that 
K parametrizes the cone of Euclidean distance matrices: D is a Euclidean 
distance matrix if and only if D = K(A)  for some A ~ ~, .  For A = CC r, 
the rows of C are coordinates of points pi that realize the distances D [1, 
17]. It is also useful to note the known fact [1, 17] that D is a distance matrix 
if and only if its quadratic form is negative semidefinite on the (n - 1)- 
dimensional subspace e l 
It is clear that K is linear, and we can observe that the dimension of S,, is 
n(n + 1)/2, but the affine dimension of the cone of distances matrices is 
n(n - 1 ) /2 .  Thus, the null space of K has dimension n. It is easy to see that 
he t + eh t ~ N(K)  for every h ~ R n. I f  we replace K(A)  by D in (1) and 
solve for A, we obtain 
1 A = - '~D + ½(ae t + eat) .  (2) 
But in order to determine A we have to know the diagonal entries of this 
matrix. We can now determine A if we assume conditions that allow us to 
determine a. One way to do this is to assume Ax = 0 for an x ~ R" with 
x te = 1. I f  we compute Ax using (2), we obtain 
1 la (c tx )  + ~e(atx ) ,  0=Ax = -~Dx + 1 
or  
Dx = a + cxta  
= ( I+ext )a .  




a = I - -~-}Dx,  (3a) 
xtDx 
a =Dx- - - -~  (3b) 
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I f  we substitute the expression (3b) for a into (2), we have 
t 1 ] (x tDx)  1 (x tDx)  
A=-~D+~ Dx ~ e et + Te Dx-  - - -~e  
= -½D + ½(Dx)e  t - ¼(xtDx)eet+ ½e(Dx)  t -  ¼(xtDx)ee  t 
= -½[D - (Dx)e  t -  e (Dx)  t + (x tDx)ee  t] 
= -½( I  - ex ' )O( I  - xe ' ) .  
Then we may define 
T~( D) = -½(  I - ex t )O(  I - xe t) 
for x ~ R n such that xte = 1. 
This family of functions was defined by Gower in [7, 8]. We can consider 
now their extension as follows. First we need to define the corresponding 
subspaces, 
S H = {Z~ Sn:Z* I=0} 
and 
Sx={Z Sn:ZX=O} 
for x ~ R n, xte = 1. The "H"  is for "hollow", as in [5]. 
THEOREM. Given x ~ R n, xte = 1, we have 
K:S x ~ S H, 
Tx:S u ~ S~. 
Moreover, they are inverse to each other. 
Proof. It is easy to see from the expression for K in (1) that K(S~) c S n. 
From the fact that ( I  - xe t )x  = 0, we have that Tx(Z)x = 0 for every matrix 
Z~R "x" ,soT~(S H) C_ S x. 
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Now let's see that they are inverses of each other. Let D be K(A), 
A ~ S~. Then 
T~(D) = -½( I  - ext )D( I  - xe ' )  
= -½( I  - ex t ) (ae  t + ea t - 2A) ( I  - xe t) 
= -½[ (ae  t + ea t -  2A)  - (ae '  + ea t -  2A)xe  t 
- ext ( ae t + ea t -  2-A) + ext ( ae t + ea t -  2 A ) xe t] 
= - -½[ae  t + ea  t - -  2A - aetxe  - eatxe  t + 2Axe  t~ - extae  t 
1 =0 
-exteat~ + 2extA~+ extaetxe  + exteatxe  -- 2ext~Axe t ] 
1 =0 =1 1 =0 
= - -} [ae  t + ea  t - -  2A - ae  t - (a tx )ee  t - (x ta )ee  t - ea  t 
+(xta)eet  + (a tx )ee  t] 
=A.  
Now if A = Tx(D),  then A = - ½(I - ext )D( I  - xet), or 
A = -½D + }(Ox)e  t -t- ½e(Dx)  t - ½(xtDx)eet ;  (4) 
then K(A)  = K( -  ' ~D), because the rest of the terms in (4) are in the null 
space of K. But because of the linearity of K and the fact that the diagonal 
entries of D are zero, 
K( -1D)=D,  
which proves that K(T~(D))  = D. 
The above result generalizes the result of [5] for the case x = e/n .  
COROLLARY. Given x ~ R", xte  = 1, D is a distance matr ix i f  and only 
i f  D = K(A)  wi th  A ~ l l , (x )  = f l ,  A S~. 
Proof. For the "only i f '  direction, note that A = T~(D) ~ S~. We have 
ytAy = y tT~(D)y  = - ½yt( I  - ex t )D( I  - xet )y  >1 O, as y - (e ty )x  is 
perpendicular to e, and D is a distance matrix. • 
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It is known in distance matrix theory that x is the vector that determines 
the origin of the system of coordinates as a function of the points Pl . . . . .  Pm; 
for that reason we will refer to x as the system of coordinates (Ax = 0 
implies Ctx = 0). 
Now we want to study the relation between the matrices A associated 
with D for different systems of coordinates. 
First we need a simple, but strong, observation. 
LEMMA. I f  xte = Ore = 1, then 
( I - xet ) (  I - Oe t) = I -  Oe t. 
Proof. ( I  - xe tX I  - Oe t) = I - Oe t - xe t Jr xetOe.~ t = I -- Oe t 
Given x ~ R m, xte = 1, define =1 
Fx( A )  = ( I - ex t) A(  I - xet) .  
Observe that this new function is almost the same as T x, but will be 
applied to matrices in the faces of lq,. We can show that this is exactly a 
translation. 
LEMMA. I f  C is the coordinate matrix o f  a list o f  n points in R k given in 
the system of  coordinates x, x te = 1 ,  then in the system of  coordinates ~2, 
xte  = 1, the coordinate matrix is given by C - e (Ctx )  t. 
Proof. First of all observe that F~(A),2 = 0 because ( I  - ~et)~ = O. 
Then 
F~( A)  = ( l - ex t) A (  I - ~e t)  
= ( I  -- e~2t)CCt( I  - ~2e t) 
= [( I - e~2t)C][( I - ex t )C]  t 
' 
We want to point out that if ~ is in the null space of C t (Ct~, = 0), then 
there is no translation. Next, we will show the interrelation between the 
functions of T and F. 
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THEOREM. Given a distance matr ix D and given x, "2 ~ R" wi th  xte  = 
FJ e = 1, we have 
T~( D)  = F~(T~( D)  ) 
Proof. We need just to compute the right-hand side as follows: 
F~[Tx( D)]  = F~[ -½( I  - ex t )D(  I - xet)]  
= - ½( I - e,~t)( I - ex ' )  D(  I - xe t ) (  I - ,~e t) 
- ½(I  - eFct )D( I  - Yce t) (via the lemma above) 
= 
COROLLARY. For x and ~ ~ R", xt  e = ,~t e = 1, 
= K [ 
This result means that the function K ignores translations. In order to 
talk about a system of coordinates we need x ~ R n and xte = 1 and A such 
that Ax = 0, which implies A is rank deficient. Our next question is what is 
the general relation between p~itive definite A and A if K(A) = K(A') = D. 
First of all, there exist O, O, x, and ~ such that 
( A - Oeet )x  = O, 
( A - Oeet )~ = O, 
(5 )  
and A - Oee t, A - Oee t are positive semidefinite and rank deficient. 
LEMMa. Given A and A posit ive definite, satisfying (5), and K( A)  = 
K( A") = D, then 
= F ; (A)  + Oee t. 
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Proof. From our last theorem and the properties of T x, we have 
A - Oee t = T~(D) and A - Oee t = T~(D). Then 
F;( A - dee  t) = A -  Oee t. 
Now we need to note that F~(tgee t) = 0: 
F~( Oee t) = OF; (ee  t) = ( I  - e~t)eet(  I - ~,e t) = O, 
since ~te = 1 or ( I  - e~t)e = O. II 
Observe that if A is positive definite, there exist 0 and x such that 
( A - Oeet )x  = 0 
with rank(A - Oee t) = n - 1. Then K(A)  = K(A  - dee  t) is a distance 
matrix in the interior of the cone of A,. Moreover, any distance matrix D in 
the interior of A n has embedding dimension  - 1, so that 
rankTx(D) = n - 1. 
In addition, 
A = Tx(O ) + ee t 
is positive definite and K(A) = D. We can now state the following. 
THEOaEM. The funct ion K maps the positive definite matrices onto the 
interior o f  the cone o f  distance matrices. 
3. EXPLICIT RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE PROBLEMS 
We would like to be able to solve a general instance of the decision 
problem DP(G) for any graph G. Furthermore, we would like to obtain 
distance matrix completions for those instances of the problem that have 
them. Corresponding tasks may be performed numerically in the case of the 
problem PSD(G) [10]. However, there is subtlety in transferring this capabil- 
ity to the distance ease, in spite of the close connections between the two 
classes. 
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When the transformation K is applied to a partial positive semidefirrite 
matrix A with graph G: 
K(  A)  = ae t + eta - 2A  = D,  
we note that we obtain a partial distance matrix D with the same graph G. 
(There is no mixing of unspecified entries with other entries, and the 
translation of unspecified entries by specified ones leaves them unsp~ecified.) 
In the event that the PSD problem associated with A has a positive 
semidefinite solution ~ then the distance problem associated with D has a 
distance matrix solution D = K(2~). Thus, if we have a distance problem D 
and we obtain a PSD problem A whose transform is D and such that A has 
a positive semidefinite completion, then we have resolved the distance 
problem D (affirmatively) and obtained a solution (though not necessarily all 
solutions). However, the transformed problem D may have a distance matrix 
completion D even when A has no positive semidefinite completion. For 
example, consider the distance problem: 
2 41 0 5 . 2 D= ~ 0 3 • 
2 2 ' 
3 0 3 
z 0 ? 
which clearly has distance completions, as 3~/-~- > 2. For example, 
= 
0 ~ ~ 3 5 +2 4 
2 0 2 z 3 3 5 +2 
2 ~-  2 0 2 5 +2 3 3 
2 /-Y 2 
4 5 +2V3 3 0 
is a distance completion (with the minimum embedding dimension, 2, 
actually). The partial positive semidefinite matrix 
A = 
2 9 -1  1 3 • 
2 2 ,~ 
5 1 3 • 
2 1 2 
-1  9 _2 1 
• 3 
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satisfies K(A) = D, but A has no positive semidefinite completion, as 
2 positive semidefinite requires x = - 5, while 
121 - -  - -5  3 2 __2 2_ 
3 3 
is not positive semidefinite. It should also be noted that, given that we have a 
distance completion D, we may calculate, via T, a positive semidefinite 
and a partial positive semidefinite A' for which X is a completion and such 
that K(A ' )= D (in particular the graph is the same). For example, let 
= T¼~(D), and let A' be the partial PSD matrix obtained from A' by 
freeing up entries so that the graph is the same as that of D. Then 
K(A' )  = D and K(/~) = D. Without the completion D, however, it is not 
straightforward to produce a PSD problem A that has a positive semidefinite 
completion A for which K(A) = D and K(,~) = D. In fact, given a distance 
problem D, we do not know a general scheme to write down a PSD problem 
A such that A has a positive semidefinite completion~ if and only if D has a 
distance completion. 
What can be done, though, is to stratify DP(G) and PSD(G) into 
corresponding special problems whose solvability is equivalent. Recall the 
definitions of the stratified decision problems, mentioned below, from Sec- 
tion 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let x, y, z ~ R" satisfy etx = 1 and y = (ze t + ezt)x. 
The ability to settle any instance of the decision problem SDP x y(G) /s 
equivalent o the ability to settle any instance of the decision "problem 
SPSDx, ~(G). 
Proof. We assume first that we have the ability to decide if any 
SDPx, y(G) problem has a solution and try to decide if a given SPSDx, z(G) 
problem has a solution. 
Suppose A is a partial symmetric matrix with specified diagonal entries 
given by z. Now we can compute K only on the specified entries of A. Call 
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this K(A); it is also a partial symmetric matrix. Observe that any specified 
entry of K(A) is given by 
K(  A) i j  = z i + zj - 2a i j  ( z i = aii ) .  
We now have two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose the problem D = K(A) has a solution. Then we can 
show that the problem A has_a solution. Suppose D is a distance_._completion 
of D, and that we then have Dx = y. We can then compute Tx(D), which is 
positive semidefinite and satisfies Tx(D)x  = 0. Now we only have to show 
that Tx(D)  coincides with A on its specified entries. Because D = K(A), for 
{i, j}  an edge of G 
Dij  = a ,  + ajj - 2ai j  = z i + zj - 2a~j; 
and because 
T~(~) = -½[D-(Dx)et-e(Dx)t+x'Dxee'] ,  
for {i, j} an edge of G. 
Tx( D) , , j  = -½(z  i + zj  - 2a i j  - Yl - Yj + x ty )  • 
Now from the equation y = ( ze  t + ez t )x ,  or y = z + ez tx ,  we have 
y~ = z i + z tx  and xty  = 2xtz .  
Substituting, we have 
m 
T~( D) i j  = ai j .  
Of course, Tx( D)i i  = z i also. 
Case 2. Suppose the problem D = K(A) has no completion of appro- 
priate type. We then want to show that A has no completion. Suppose that 
A,  whose diagonalis z, has a positive semidefinite completion A such that 
= 0. Then K(A) coincides with D = K(A) on its specified entries and is 
a distance matrix. Also, 
K(  A)  x = ( ze t + ez t - 2A)x  = ( ze t + ez t )x  = y.  
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Then D has a distance completion K(.A) satisfying K( .A)x  = y, a contradic- 
tion. 
We now need to verify the reverse implication. If we know when 
SPSDx, z (G)  has a solution, we have to show that we may decide about any 
SDP~, y(G) problem. 
We start with a partial symmetric matrix D, and we compute Tx on the 
specified entries of D. We denote this by T,(D): 
Tx( O) ,  j = - y, - yj + x 'y )  
This gives us a partial matrix that we call A. We first observe that aii = z~, 
i = 1 . . . . .  n. Since 
= - - y ,  + x 'y ) ,  
we may substitute Yi = zi + z tx  and xty = 2xtz  to obtain 
1 as, = Tx( D) , ,  = -~( -z  i - z i - z tx  - z tx  + 2z tx ) .  
Z i . 
Suppose first that there is a completion A of A such that ~ = 0. then we 
can compute K(z~), which is a distance matrix such that 
K(  A)x  = ( ze t + ez t - 2A)x = ( ze  t + ez t )x  = y .  
To show that K(A)ij = di j  wherever {i, j} is an edge of G, we may again 
substitute and calculate: 
K(  A) , . j  = zi  + z j  - 2T~(D),j 
= z~ + zj  + d~j - y~ + yj  + xt  y 
= z i + z j  + d i j  - z~ - z tx  - z j  - z tx  + 2xtz  
= d i j .  
Thus, K(,a~) is a distance completion of D satisfying K(S_ )x  = y. 
Suppose then that the SPSDx. z(G) problem A has no solution, but the 
SDPx, y(G) problem D does, and we denote it by D with ff)x = y. Then 
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Tx(D) = A coincides with A on its specified entries and is positive semidefi- 
nite. Moreover ~ = 0, a contradiction that completes the proof. • 
We also describe another close relation between DP(G l) and PSD(G 2) 
that relies on a special feature of G 1 and the general graph G 2 derived from 
G 1. This allows us to transfer PSD solution technology to distance problems 
for which there is at least one vertex of the graph of specified entries that is 
connected to all other vertices (i.e. a full row and column of specified entries 
in the distance problem.) 
Let G be an undirected graph on the vertex set {1, 2 . . . . .  n}. If vertex i of 
G is connected to all other vertices, we denote the graph induced by deletion 
of vertex i from G as G~. In this event, we consider the two classes of 
problems DP(G) and PSD(G i) and show that a scheme for solving an 
arbitrary instance of one implies a scheme for solving an arbitrary instance of 
the other. In particular, this means that the ability to solve the PSD 
completion problem when G is a cycle (see [4]) is equivalent to the ability to 
solve the distance problem when G is a wheel (cycle plus a vertex adjoined to 
all others). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an undirected graph on {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, and suppose 
that there is a vertex i of G that is connected to all other vertices of G. The 
ability to solve any instance of DP(G) is equiValent to the ability to solve any 
instance of PSD(Gi). As G i is an essentially arbitrary graph, this means that 
the ability to solve general PSD problems is equivalent to the ability to solve 
distance problems in which all the distances from one vertex are known. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that i = 1. Suppose that we 
have the capability to solve any PSD(G 1) problem and consider a partial 
distance matrix D, the graph of whose specified entries is G. Now, a 
completion D = (dq) is a distance matrix if and only if the Schur comple- 
ment of the upper left 2-by-2 principal submatrix 
in 
0 e T 
e D)  
is negativesemidefinite. (This is equivalent to the statement that the quadratic 
form of D is negative semidefinite on e ± .) Let D(1) be the principal 
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submatrix resulting from deleting the first row and column of D. Our Schur 
complement is then 
D(1)  - 
h i  
,i( 1 , ,) 
0 - -  Zln 
n 
Thus, D is a distance matrix (assuming obvious necessary conditions) if and 
only if -D  1 is positive semidefinite. Consider D 1, derived from D (including 
unspecified entries) in the same way. Since the first row and column of D are 
specified, D 1 is a partial matrix with graph G1, and D 1 would be a 
completion of it. F__urthermore, in view of the form of the equations via which 
D 1 is related to D, D has a distance matrix completion if and only if -D  1 
has a positive semidefinite completion. Thus, if we can settle the PSD(G 1) 
problem associated with -D1, we can settle the distance problem D. 
If we knew that every PSD(G 1) problem arose as -D  1 from a DP(G) 
problem via the above Schur complement argument, we would also have the 
reverse implication via the equivalence between D 1 being positive semidefi- 
nite and D being a distance matrix. Given an arbitrary PSD(G 1) problem A, 
we realize A as -D  1 as follows. 
The PSD(G) problem 
0) 
is clearly equivalent to the PSD(G 1) problem A. Now consider 
V = }K(A ' ) .  
A calculation shows that for this D we have -D  1 = A, as was to be shown to 
complete the proof. • 
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